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FICTION

Craft

GENRE: Select One

Does the author use good
writing skills: strong voice,
good word choice, accurate
descriptions, interesting
dialogue and effective
imagery?

Yes

COMMENTS
The author tells an engaging story about a 12-year-old girl in 1980 adapting to
her parents' divorce, a new life in Alaska, and challenges she could never have
imagined.

NONFICTION
Are text & illustrations

Organization organized clearly? Do they

N/A

facilitate understanding &
engagement?

Accuracy

Are the information &
illustrations accurate? Are
resources cited?

Authority

Does the author/illustrator
have background or
credentials that qualify
them to write this book?

N/A

N/A

PICTURE BOOKS OR ILLUSTRATED BOOKS

Artistry

Are the illustrations
skillfully rendered? Do
they complement &
extend the text?

Are illustrations engaging? Is
Visual Appeal the design appealing?

Yes

Yes

The only illustrations are the cover and two maps, which do complement the
text.

The cover has a strikingly vibrant blue background with an airplane and a
salmon, both flying off the page in different directions. Both are major elements
in the story.
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CULTURAL APPROPRIATENESS

SELECT ONE

Do text & illustrations
Inclusiveness address racial, cultural,
and gender equality?

Partially

Cultural
Awareness

Attribution

Does the book promote
cultural awareness?

Are appropriate
attributions made to the
source of the story, if
applicable?

Yes

Yes

COMMENTS

Indirectly. Native Alaskan characters are treated respectfully and are an important
part of the story. Women work alongside men in outdoor subsistence activities.

Awareness of a rural fishing lifestyle, as well as friendship between Native and
non-Native Alaskans.

Author acknowledges people who helped her write the story, which is based on
personal experience fishing in Bristol Bay.

Is controversy associated No

Cultural
with this book? (Notes
Acceptance please)

INDICATORS OF EXCELLENCE

Audience

Kid Factor

Are text & illustrations
appropriate for intended
age group & audience?

SELECT ONE

Yes

Will young people want to Yes
read or listen to this story?

Does the book stimulate

COMMENTS

Yes

Engagement imagination, critical

Kids will relate to the problems the main character faces in adjusting to forces
beyond her control, as well as the excitement of various incidents that occur and the
outdoor lifestyle.

Coping with divorce, change, and family relationships are just some of the issues
raised in the book that most children are familiar with. Also, how to react in an
emergency.

thinking, curiosity?

Educational
value? Does it enhance
Relevance curriculum?

Does this book have

Yes

Is the book in print or
available from libraries?

Yes

Timeliness

Awards

Has the Book won any
awards?

Yes

It describes a rural fishing lifestyle and the challenges and satisfactions that go along
with that.

Mom's Choice Award.
Nominated for Sigurd Olsen Environmental Institute award.
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Against the backdrop of the great Bristol Bay salmon fishery, thirteen-year-old Zoey Morley struggles with her parents’
divorce, her mom’s bush-pilot boyfriend, and the pangs of growing up during her summer in the “real” Alaska.

One Sentence
Summary

"In Boochever’s debut middle-grade novel, a reluctant young girl coping with her parents’ breakup becomes part of the
fishing community at Alaska’s Bristol Bay....Boochever suffuses her tale with the kind of vivid details only a longtime
Alaskan could know, from her descriptions of the majestic landscape to the finer points of commercial salmon fishing.
She has a gift for drawing readers in, and a penchant for bringing the details of character’s experiences to life.." Kirkus
Reviews, May 1, 2014

Comments, Notes,
Annotations

Additional Awards & Other Reviews:
Children's Book Council Seasonal Showcase.
Literary Classics Seal of Approval.
Kirkus:
https://www.kirkusreviews.com/book-reviews/annie-boochever/bristol-b
ay-summer/
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